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Washington — The Chinese Communist Party and the US Intelligence Community 

issued competing reports assessing each other last month. 

The Chinese assessment is here: “US Hegemony and Its Perils,” and the US here: 

“Annual Threat Assessment of the US Intelligence Community.” I encourage you 

to read both. 

Upon comparing them, one cannot help but get the distinct feeling that if a future 

war between the two nations was up on the boards in Vegas, China would be 10-1 

favorites. Apparently, this analysis is not that far off of the mark. 

As author Christian Brose says in his book, Kill Chain, “Over the past decade, in 

US war games against China, the United States has a nearly perfect record: we 

have lost almost every single time. The American people do not know this. Most 

members of Congress do not know this—even though they should. But in the 

Department of Defense, this is a well-known fact.” 

Read that again: The US has lost nearly every single time in war games against 

China. 

After reading the US Report, it is fairly clear the US Military Industrial Complex 

has no idea what it is up against, or they are in denial. Perhaps both. 

The Chinese state unequivocally, “Since 2001, the wars and military operations 

launched by the United States in the name of fighting terrorism have claimed over 

900,000 lives, with some 335,000 of them civilians, injured and displaced tens of 

millions. The 2003 Iraq War resulted in some 200,000 to 250,000 civilian deaths, 
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including 16,000 directly killed by the U.S. Military, and left more than a million 

homeless. The United States has created 37 million refugees around the world.” 

The CCP names the enemy and its crimes: it’s us. But the US report is unsure of 

itself and the enemy. 

According to the 40-page US report we face two threats. First is the “complex and 

pivotal international security environment dominated by two critical security 

challenges…China and Russia.” The second threat: “[S]hared global challenges, 

including climate change, and health and human security, are converging as the 

planet emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic and confronts economic issues 

spurred by both energy and food insecurity.” 

For the moment ignore that this last statement makes no sense, and ignore your 

concerns about the planet earth emerging from COVID, or global warming having 

anything to do with defending America from enemy invasion. 

Contrast that statement with just one assessment made by the CCP: “The U.S 

average military budget has exceeded 700 billion U.S. dollars, accounting for 40% 

of the world’s total, more than the 15 countries behind it combined. The United 

States has about 800 overseas military basis with 173,000 troops deployed in 159 

counties…three countries were ‘spared’ because the United States did not find 

them on the map.” 

And so it goes, page after page, for a tight, clear, and concise, 9-pages. 
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The U.S. critique of the China threat is oddly utilitarian, passive, and speculative in 

nature, failing to state clearly why China is a threat at all, and instead observing 

that, “A slowing economy probably will begin to force Beijing to start making 

‘guns verses butter’ choices in allocating resources…” Probably? 

“Over the past decade, in US war games against China, the United States has a 

nearly perfect record: we have lost almost every single time. The American people 

do not know this.” Christian Brose, Kill Chain 

No mention in the US report of why China is an enemy. The word “communism” 

appears only one time, and that to introduce the acronym “CCP.” No differences 

between communism and capitalism. No differences between “We the People” and 

the proletariat. At all. No mention of the 40 million Chinese killed by Chairman 

Mao Zedong, no mention of forced abortions and organ-harvesting, or the 

persecution of Christians, or the severe COVID lockdowns (which many in the US 

saw as a positive policy). 

Why is China a threat according to the US Report? They want to control Taiwan, 

they started building a space station in 2021, their technological competitiveness is 

an issue, and they are interested in “global supply chains,” “solar panel 

manufacturing” and “new chip factories.” Is that it? The US Intelligence Report 

sounds more like an Q4 economic trade report. Yawn. 

Why doesn’t the U.S. Intelligence Agency “go there”? We don’t, and we put the 

evil Chinese regime nearly on the same level with climate change and COVID-19. 

The first, climate change, demonstrably false, and second, Covid-19, ignores that 

98.02% of patients routinely recover from it. Yet, the U.S. Intelligence Community 

cites these as threats. The Chinese waste no time on non-sense. 

The Chinese case against the U.S. is crystal clear: the US should be confronted and 

challenged because of their “Wanton Use of Force; Looting and Exploitation, 

Spreading False Narratives.” Ouch, that last one hurts. Just ask Dr. Fauci. But 

while many 3-letter agencies like DHS and FBI cite Trump Supporters, Traditional 

Catholics, Pro-Lifers, Election Deniers, and Anti-Vaxxers as a “clear and present 

danger to democracy,” we can still attend church, conceal and carry, own property, 



earn a decent living—live in a relatively civil society (albeit one in moral decline 

first, followed by economic decline). 

The upside of the U.S. Intelligence Agencies hotly pursing global warming and 

COVID-19 mumbo-jumbo, and paying for soldiers’ junkets to Diego Garcia and 

Iceland is this: we no longer have the willpower to wage war with anyone, much 

less China. We clearly have no idea why they are a threat, yet in a strange turn of 

events, avoiding war with China, even for political correctness, is probably a smart 

decision, no matter how you cut it. 


